
 

Policy on Supervision Ratios for leisure activities 

Supervision ratios relate to managing groups of children and ensuring that there are 
sufficient adults present to deal with any issue or incident that may arise.  

Supervision ratios (the number of adults to how many students) are decided based on 
risk assessments and includes awareness of location and the specific situation and the 
age of the students involved. As the minimum of age accepted for study at ISE is 16, the 
ratio supervision ratio for under 18s is 1:15, in line with the 1998 DfEE publication Health 
and Safety of Pupils on Educational Visits.  

Levels Of Supervision including Safety During Unsupervised Time  

ISE believes that rules for what students may do outside the scheduled lesson or activity 
times and without supervision should be age appropriate and based on the school’s risk 
assessments of the location(s) involved.  

Our rules in this regard are made known to all staff and students and are given in writing 
in order to identify and mitigate against potential risks. These are available on our 
website on the Care of Students Under 18s page 
https://www.isebrighton.com/en/safeguarding.php and in the documents which can be 
downloaded from that page.  

16 & 17-year olds who are registered on adult courses at ISE Brighton are less closely 
supervised than they would be on typical junior courses but still receive rules and safety 
guidance regarding matters such as alcohol consumption, drugs and curfew times, as 
well as guidance on areas to avoid such as parks at night and how to keep safe. This 
information is included in the written student Handbook. Our supervision levels for 16 & 
17-year-olds on adult courses is clearly explained in writing to the person making the 
booking at the time, and a completed booking will be taken as consent: we also require 
receipt of parental consent forms in order to accept bookings of this type.  

Levels of supervision for ISE students who are under 18 are as follows:  

Journey from homestay to school: As stated in our publicity material (printed and online) 
and in our parental consent forms, journeys between the homestay and school are 
unsupervised. However, under 18s studying in the junior centre are typically 
accommodated in homestays in pairs. These students are wherever possible housed in 
areas where there are a number of other students and under 18s are encouraged to 
travel together to and from school. As a further safeguarding step, before the students’ 
first lesson, the homestay provider is required to show the students the route to and 
from school.  

Parental consent is required for under 18-year-olds studying as adults to be able to 
travel independently and unsupervised. However, the homestay provider will still be 
required to show their student the route to and from school before their first lesson.  


